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New features are shown in green. 
Bug fixes are shown in black. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.77 
 

Works Orders Bug Fixes 

 The convert estimate to works order when converting quote to sales order setting is now fixed. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.76 
 

Works Orders Bug Fixes 

 Fix to the Generate Works Orders from Sales Orders screen where an error appeared when filtering 
that only occurred in Sage 2011. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.75 
 

Works Orders Bug Fixes 

 Fixed an error that was thrown when viewing certain sub-assemblies on the Amend Works Order 
screen. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.74 
 

Works Orders Bug Fixes 

 Fix to view item balances screen so works order popups appear in all versions of Sage. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.73 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 Another fix for the issue that occurs when building a kit on a sales order line. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.72 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 When building a Kit, if there is only one location for the finished item or components, then that will be 
selected, even if it is not the default location specified in settings. 
 

Version 2015.15.0.71 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 When building a kit on a sales order line, it will be allocated according to Sage SOP settings. 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to allow PO tracking information to be viewed on complete purchase orders. 
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Version 2015.15.0.70 
 

Works Orders Bug Fixes 

 Fix to margin calculations on the budgets tab on a works order. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.69 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to landed costs that was causing some values to be doubled on the post invoice screen. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.68 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Works orders created from MRP will have works order numbers starting with ‘WO’. 
  

Version 2015.15.0.67 
 

Works Orders New Features 

 New filter option on the Generate Works Order from Sales Order screen. 

 Select all and deselect all buttons added to the Back Flush. 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Fix to the generate works order from sales order where BOMs set to ‘Use only in BOM module’ were 
being filtered out. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.66 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 Fix to convert quote to sales order procedure to stop error being thrown. 

 Select sales order on convert will only show one line per sales order. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.65 
 

Works Orders New Features 

 New filter options on the Back Flush screen. 

 Customer names appear on Amend Works Orders and Back Flush where applicable. 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Fix to the finished item screen on works orders that was causing changes to not be saved. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.64 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 SQL script fix when BOM tables are missing. 
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 Capacity planning no longer shows deleted works orders. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.63 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Fixed error that was thrown when printing labels on the Amend Works Orders screen for works orders 
that had a batch traceable finished item. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.62 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Fix to allow works orders without any components to be booked in. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.61 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 It’s now possible to cancel issuing a traceable item at the point of selecting the serial/batch number 
without an error appearing forcing the user to restart Sage. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.60 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Fix to allow booking in of the last item on a works order where the works order is part booked. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.59 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Fix to unbooking partial quantities on works orders where the cost was not divided by the quantity 
correctly. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.58 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Change the SQL script to handle missing BOMCost or BOMCostItem tables. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.57 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to flagging Purchase Order Tracking as received when receiving goods. 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 Components of a Kit will show customer short name as second reference when building from a Sales 
Order. 
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Version 2015.15.0.56 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 Fixed an object reference error thrown when building a Kit from the build kit menu item. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.55 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 Second reference should now always show the customer short name when a Kit is built from a Sales 
Order. 
 

Version 2015.15.0.54 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Fixed the issue where quantities were zero when stock unit had not been set in the SiStockItem table. 
 

Version 2015.15.0.53 
 

Manufacturing and Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Rebuilt to fix report menu items. 

 Code change to fix issues when running with Job Costing 15.5.0.0 and up. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.52 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fixed an error that was thrown when a stock item was added to a sales order using our features, and 
the stock item doesn’t exist in the selected customer’s price book. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.51 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 When converting quotes to sales orders, stock history will show the correct sales order number instead 
of a temporary number. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.50 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fixed stock shortages for non-grouped. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.49 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Fix to show correct results in Capacity Planning when filtering by area. 
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Version 2015.15.0.48 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Fix to the export to excel function in MRP so all the values export correctly, instead of just the ones 
showing on screen. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.47 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to stock shortage transfers to correct quantities when using warehouse groups. 

 Blank transfers no longer created when there is no stock required. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.46 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Changing the ‘to transfer’ quantity in stock transfer shortages now works correctly. 

 Stock transfer shortages ‘in transit’ quantity no longer includes service manager transfers. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.45 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Fix to correct the booking in process when the finished item is traceable and generates serial numbers 
automatically. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.44 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Removed the code that moved the discount controls to the first tab on sales orders, as it was causing 
the discount to be removed when the sales order was next amended. 

 Stock transfer settings corrected in Distribution settings. 

 Improved the speed and functionality of the create price book screen that appears in the ‘add historical 
lines’ screen. 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 The copy works order function will now copy any works order. 

 Fix to the finished item screen on works orders that was causing errors when trying to change the item. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.43 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to updating stock item supplier landed costs where a ‘The given argument is out of reach of valid 
values’ error was thrown. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.42 
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Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to telesales screen where discount was being applied twice. 

 Sales order returns will now have the nominal control when project accounting is not enabled. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.41 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to templates where stock items were not being added to the sales order. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.40 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fixed a memory leak with the telesales popup that could cause slow-down/crashes. 

 Stock Transfers created by Stock Shortages now have their address populated, resolving pick list 
reporting blank fields. 

 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Fixed an issue caused by a conflict of works order suggestion settings that was causing no suggested 
works order suggestions for items below minimum stock. 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Fixed an object reference error that appeared when adding a new line to a sales order when project 
accounting was not enabled. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.39 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Possible fix for the intermittent issue where duplicate/extra purchase order tracking lines are created.  
 
Version 2015.15.0.38 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 Fixed quantity needed input field on the build kit screen. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.37 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 Now able to delete sales order lines which have a kit if the kit has been completed. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.36 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 
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 Fixed an issue where it was not possible to set a landed cost percentage value on the amend supplier 
screen. 
  

Version 2015.15.0.35 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 When using Distribution Mark Up Pricing, where the suppliers currency is different from that of the 
customers, the selling price will now be calculated correctly. 

 New report added - Purchase Orders and Returns (Linked to Sales Orders). 
 
Version 2015.15.0.34 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Fixed an issue that caused an object reference error to be thrown when running MRP and not having a 
default component warehouse set in Works Order settings. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.33 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 When creating a Purchase Order from within a Works Order, the price of the items can now be 
amended. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.32 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 The Warehouse Replenishment Group Maintenance screen ‘Add’ button has been removed.  Now 
clicking or tabbing in the grid/list will add another warehouse to the group. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.31 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 The Warehouse Replenishment Group Maintenance screen no longer throws an error when amending 
items and saving. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.30 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Forecasts now group correctly when running Material Planning. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.29 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Back flush now issues labour 
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Version 2015.15.0.28 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Back flush screen refreshes correctly when restarting. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.27 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Numerous fixes to multilevel Back Flush to allow it process works orders in the correct order. 
 

Version 2015.15.0.26 
 

Works Order Bug Fixes 

 Amend Works Order screen now shows sub-assemblies correctly. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.25 
 

Works Orders New Features 

 A new setting added that will delete Works Order lines when updating from BOM. 

 Stock Items now have settings  
 

Works Orders Bug Fixes 

 No longer restricted to 100 when disassembling a Works Order. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.24 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Stock items that do not have a selling price will no longer cause an error to appear in Add Historical 
Lines. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.23 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Distribution button on the Templates screen no longer throws an error. 

 Weight column on Sales Orders now shows total line weight. 

 Add Historical Lines price change now works. 

 Free stock no longer required when add lines to Sales Orders from a Template. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.22 
 

Works Orders Bug Fixes 

 Fixed issue that was throwing an error when trying to complete a Works Order in the Complete Works 
Order screen. 

 Deleting labour from a Works Order now works correctly. 
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Version 2015.15.0.21 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 When clicking the Notes button on a Sales Order line, if there aren’t any notes, a message will be 
displayed. 

 Fixed error that was thrown when clicking the Details button in Amend Sales Order when coming from 
the Add Historical Lines menu item. 
  

Version 2015.15.0.20 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Stock Movements screen will now dispose correctly when closed. 
  

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Enable Forward Order setting will now enable and disable the control on the View Stock Item Balances 
form. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.19 
 

Manufacturing Bug Fixes 

 Fix to SQL script that was causing an error when running it on SAGE 2011. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.18 
 

Manufacturing Bug Fixes 

 Fix to SQL script to allow it to run without error when BOM is not installed. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.17 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Changed the tracking dates so they do not automatically update when the PO/PO Line requested 
delivery date is changed. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.16 
 

Kitting New Features 

 Added new Amend Kit screen.  
 
Version 2015.15.0.15 
 

Works Orders Bug Fixes 

 Fixed control docking issues on the Bulk Issue screen. 
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Version 2015.15.0.14 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fixed error that was thrown when adding a SO through the telesales screen when the setting ‘Copy line 
description from Distribution sales order entry screens to’ is set to ‘Picking List Comment’. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.13 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Added new setting to ignore defaults set on stock items when generating suggested purchase orders. 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fixed error on the View Stock Balances screen when double clicking on the on POP column. 
 

Version 2015.15.0.12 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Fixed a problem where the stock item finished balance was calculated incorrectly. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.11 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix error message on Historical order screen. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.10 
 

Material Planning Bug Fixes 

 Fixed a problem that was causing multiple lines to appear for the same item. 

 Double clicking on a Works Order in the Stock Movements screen will now open the Works Order. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.9 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to the Telesales screen where an error was thrown when a description hadn’t been set. 

 It’s now possible to set discount on the Add Historical Lines screen. 
 

Kitting Bug Fixes 

 The error ‘The credit and debit nominal codes are identical’ will no longer by shown. 

 The Build Kit button on a Sales Order line will now show the correct text after the line has been saved. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.8 
 

Works Order New Features 

 It is now possible to Back Flush many Works Orders at once. 
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Version 2015.15.0.7 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fix to PO Tracking so that tracking lines now have an index value which helps with ordering correctly. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.6 
 

Works Order Processing Bug Fixes 

 Fix to allow more than one Works Order to be deleted at a time. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.5 
 

Works Order Processing Bug Fixes 

 Fixed an issue when using the Copy Works Order function that was causing a ‘value’ error when 
updating the progress bar. 

 
Version 2015.15.0.4 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 New PO lines added will create PO Tracking information correctly when required. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.3 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 When deleting a PO line, the corresponding PO Tracking information will now also be deleted. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.2 
 

Manufacturing Bug Fixes 

 Rebuilt due to missing files. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.1 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Manage SOP Back Orders can now only by opened once. 
 
Version 2015.15.0.0 
 

Manufacturing New Features 

 First release build. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.32 
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Works Order Processing Bug Fixes 

 Fixed the issue that was showing incorrect information on the Issue Traceable Component. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.31 
 

Distribution New Features 

 Added auto allocate to stock transfers created from stock shortages. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.30 
 

Distribution New Features 

 Added Lost orders button and Distribution button to more screens. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.29 
 

Manufacturing Bug Fixes 

 Fixed the issue that was stopping some reports from working. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.28 
 

Distribution New Features 

 Warehouse groups added to stock shortages for multi warehouse replenishment. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.27 
 

Distribution New Features 

 Lost order button added to Distributions sales order line entry screens. 

 Stock Movements now accessible from the menu. 

 Distribution button added to more forms. 
 

Material Planning New Features 

 Stock Movements now accessible from the menu. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.26 
 

Distribution New Features 

 A new button called Tracking Dates has been added to the Purchase Order screen that shows the 
tracking dates for each line on the order. 
 

Manufacturing Bug Fixes 

 Added missing menu item. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.25 
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Distribution New Features 

 Renamed the SOP Allocation screen to Manage SOP Back Orders. 
  

Version 2015.0.0.24 
 

Distribution Bug Fixes 

 Fixed an issue where deleting a Purchase Order Tracking Profile would throw an error. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.23 

 

Works Order Processing New Features 

 Now able to view component details when the line is issued and the works order is complete. 
 
Version 2015.0.0.22 

 

Manufacturing Bug Fixes 

 Removed the Stock Transfer dlls. 
 

Version 2015.0.0.21 
 

Distribution New Features 

 Added new Landed Cost features. 
 


